Essential Elements Ukulele Method Book 1 (Book/Audio Online)
Playing the ukulele is an enjoyable, easy, and inexpensive way to get involved in music. It provides a way to learn musical concepts and skills that can apply to any instrument you decide to study. Moreover, it will give you a great opportunity to share the joy of making music with other people. This book will help to provide you with the basic skills and musical background you need to get started. The online audio contains demonstrations of all the songs and examples available for download or streaming using the access code printed inside the book. This carefully crafted method emphasizes chord strumming skills; teaching students HOW to practice; note reading exercises; "chord challenges" to learn how to figure out chord progressions; tab reading; and more. It also includes nearly 30 familiar songs that students can play while still learning, including: All My Loving * Home on the Range * Hound Dog * Jambalaya (On the Bayou) * La Bamba * The Lion Sleeps Tonight * The Rainbow Connection * Take Me Out to the Ballgame * and more! Practice, experiment, and have fun playing the ukulele!
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**Customer Reviews**

This is good for a foundation for basics

Pretty basic, but a good starter book
Pretty interesting - never knew the ukulele was so different

Easy to follow book that works through the basics at a great pace whether you know how to read music or if you have never okayed any other instrument in your life. The cd is a great reference and gives you an idea of what it should sound like when you play it. I have never played a stringed instrument and I was able to play most basic chords and scales after just a couple hours. My daughter is learning to play with me and she cannot read music and she is able to keep up with the book easily as well.

Great place to start for a beginner. Easy to understand and helps build good fundamentals.

Nice text book!!!

Very helpful

Arrived on time, as advertised